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Dear Mr. Kazarian:

Attached you will find a copy of an,executive summary and attachment prepared
by the Association of Global Custodians (Association") !/ summarizing comments made
to the Committee of European Securities Regulators and the European System of
Central Banks (together "ESCB-CESR") in response to its request for comments
regarding documents entitled, "Standards for securities clearing and settlement systems

in the European Union" ("Standards Report") and "The scope of application of the
ESCB-CESR standards' ("Scope Statement"). -2/

As you may be aware, the proposed standards set forth in the Standards Report
("Standards") include significant provisions that in some cases could be applied to

1/ The Association is an informal group of ten banks with affiliates and branches in
numerous European countries that provide global custody services to cross-border
institutional investors. The members of the Association are listed on the letterhead
above.

2/ The Association submitted two letters to ESCB-CESR in response to the request
for comments. Both letters are available on the Association's Website,
www.theaqc.com.
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banking institutions that engage in securities custody activities for institutional investors.
The Association's letters discuss the various Standards and express concern about the
scope of the Standards and the potential for impairing customary, regulated banking
activities.

We understand that the ESCB-CESR representatives will be meeting with
various regulatory authorities over the ensuing weeks to discuss the Standards, and we
wanted you to be aware of the Association's comments and views in the event you will
be involved in such a meeting.

We are sending you the executive summary for your information, as we believe
you will find the views of interest. Please feel free to distribute this executive summary
to members of the Banking Supervision Committee of the European System of Central
Banks.

To the extent you have questions or would like to discuss Association comments,
we would be happy to speak with you.

Sincerely,

Margaret R. Blake
Baker & McKenzie
Counsel to the Association
202/452-7020

Attachment - Executive Summary and Attachment.
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The Association of Global Custodians'

Response to "Standards for securities clearing
and settlement in the European Union"

Executive Summary

The Association of Global Custodians (the "Association") 1 submitted letters of
comment to the European System of Central Banks and the Committee of European
Securities Regulators (together, "ESCB-CESR"), concerning the ESCB-CESR
"Standards for securities clearing and settlement in the European Union" (the
"Standards Report") and "The scope of application of the ESCB-CESR standards"
("Scope Statement"). The letters discuss the Association's views on each of the 19
standards for regulation as proposed by the ESCB-CESR ("Standards"), as well as the
Association's concerns regarding the scope of the proposals and the absence of well-
defined, risk-based reasons to apply the Standards to custodian banks, particularly
global custodians. The letters also express the Association's support for the ESCB-
CESR goal of systemic safety and soundness in securities clearing and settlement and
the continuing effort to clarify and unify laws, regulations and processes applicable to
safekeeping and settlement throughout the EU, including the laws and procedures
applicable to security interests in investment securities.

The following summarizes the main points conveyed to the ESCB-CESR in the
Association's comment letters. Although the Association's comments necessarily reflect
the viewpoint of global custodians, key aspects of the letters focus on the functions and
activities of custodians generally. The comment letters -- dated October 1, 2003, and
October 31,2003 -- can be viewed on the Association's Website, www.thea.qc.com.

I The Association is an informal group of ten banks with extensive European branches
and affiliates that provide various securities safekeeping and related services to large
cross-border investor clients, including major institutional investors, pension funds and
investment companies, from all regions of the world with a significant concentration in
Europe. The members of the Association are listed on the letterhead above.
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Comments on the Scope of the Standards

Inthe Association'sview,the ESCB-CESR Standards,by theirnature,shouldbe
directed to infrastructure utilities, such as Central Securities Depositories and
InternationalCentral Securities Depositories(collectively,"CSDs"). The Standards
shouldnot equate custodians-- of any size -- with CSDs for any regulatorypurposes.
The originalCPSS-IOSCO recommendations,on whichthe ESCB-CESR Standardsare
based, focused on infrastructureutilities and did not equate the functions of
intermediarieswiththose of CSDs, and the Associationbelievesthat the ESCB-CESR
Standardsneedto be refocusedaccordingly.

Fundamentalfunctionaldifferencesexistbetweenmarket-servicinginfrastructure
utilitiesandclient-servicingcommercialcustodians.CSDs occupyan exclusive,central-
utility position in their respective markets and provide "one-size-fits-all"settlement
servicesto the full communityof intermediaries,includingcustodians. In that role,
CSDs bear responsibility for measuring, controlling and managing aggregate
settlementsand the related systemic risks for the entire participantcommunity. In
contrast,custodiansact as safekeeping agents for institutionalinvestors,facilitating
individualizedsettlementsfor their clients,primarilythroughthe facilitiesof CSDs that
custodiansmust use. Unlike CSDs, custodians-- even sizeable custodians-- do not
act as "operators"of "systemicallyimportantsystems,"and they do not apply"rules"to
"participants."

Comments on Risk-based Functional Regulation

The StandardsReportdoes not identifyreasonsbased on functionsor risksfor
proposing to regulate sizeable custodians as CSDs. In the Association'sview,
regulation that may be appropriate for depositories as the core infrastructure
componentsof the EU clearance and settlement system is neither necessary nor
appropriatefor highly-regulated,commercially-competitivecustodianbanks. If particular
bankingactivities,service arrangements,or credit determinationsof custodiansraise
particular issues of interest to ESCB-CESR, whether systemicor otherwise, those
issues should be suitably targeted for separate review. Before imposing new
requirements -- particularly requirementsthat may conflict with existing functional
regulation-- specificrisksthat are otherwisenotaddressedwithinthe currentregulatory
regimeshouldbe identifiedandassessedby the regulatoryauthorities.
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In connection with making any revisions to the Standards, the Association
believes the following basic points need to be recognized --

• Custodians are effectively regulated, examined and supervised by bank
regulators as credit institutions and safekeeping entities. The existing
regulatory scheme applicable to banks requires banks to maintain
adequate risk-based capital, employ professional risk management
controls, undergo frequent professional audits and regulatory exams, and
routinely assess client creditworthiness and manage client credit usage.
Additional regulation of custodians, as proposed in the Standards, is
unnecessary and inappropriate.

• Custodian banks, generally, are credit institutions and, as such, are
authorized and competent to provide credit in connection with their
safekeeping and related banking activities. Custodians should not be
subject to additional credit or collateral regulation. Where there are
collateral requirements today in the current EU settlement environment, they are
satisfactory and the applicable processes and arrangements are well-defined and
effective.

• The proposal to regulate sizable custodians as depositories raises
important competitive implications and competition policy issues affecting
the future structure and costs of the EU settlement system. These issues
cannot be avoided and should be addressed by appropriate EU competition
policy authorities in connection with developing regulations for the evolving
markets, perhaps in consultation with ESCB-CESR.

• The systemic risks associated with the operation of infrastructure
settlement facilities are different from the risks presented in settlement-
related activities of custodian banks. The latter risks are already regulated
and subject to controls. Functional differences between these different types
of entities, and the very different risk profiles of each type, should be recognized
in regulatory recommendations and any resulting regulations should be tailored
accordingly.

Conclusion

The Association supports the Standards as they would apply to infrastructure
utilities, particularly the Standards addressed to governance, access, efficiency, risk
control, transparency, operational reliability, and improvements in processing integrity.
Virtually all aspects of the Standards, however, do not make sense when applied to the
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functional and commercial context of custodians; and the Association urges the ESCB-
CESR to recast its regulatory recommendations so as to fully recognize critical
functional differences between CSDs and custodians and to take into account the
existing regulatory regimes, risk-management techniques, and commercial contexts that
separately apply to each different type of entity. Recasting the proposals in those ways
would avoid the potential for conflicting, inappropriate and potentially confusing
regulation.2

Attachment -- Summary Chart of 19 Standards

2 A chart that summarizes the Association's detailed comments on each of the 19
Standards is attached hereto.
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